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Uprise Art is pleased to present Ghosts in the Garden, a two-person exhibition of new paintings by 
Nefertiti Jenkins and Rebeca Raney. Populated with lush botanicals, atmospheric jewel-toned light, 
and a recurring cast of characters, Jenkins and Raney’s otherworldly landscapes transport the 
viewer into an escapist fantasy.

Jenkin’s paintings depict the transformation of everyday items, such as a flask or flower, into 
anthropomorphic characters that coyly navigate the painting’s built environment with mysterious 
motives. In Flower Master, sinuous ropes of verdant vine slither from the depths of a flower pot and 
onto the table, encircling a woman whose expression is partially concealed by a bulbous bloom. Is 
the woman the master of the flower or is the flower the master of the woman? Throughout Jenkins 
paintings, this ambiguous balance of power and agency is a recurring motif. Are the depicted elixirs 
life-giving, or live-taking? Is the garden a passive witness or an active battalion? 

Raney’s large-scale Crêpe de Chine silk paintings depict a jubilant congregation of characters 
rendered with jewel-toned dye in a sentient unplaceable forest of her own creation. Amongst the 
women, ghosts, dogs, and daisies, the artist notably punctuates the space with illustrations of 
pencils, a deliberate although disembodied reminder of the artist as authoritarian overseer of the 
painting’s kaleidoscopic sprawl. 

Utilizing a process of painting invisible resist onto silk, which cordons off areas where no dye will 
penetrate, Raney’s linework and decisions are irreversible. Each painted line unfurls possible 
compositions, with no revisions. The painting holds as a record of Raney’s touch, and as an 
optimistic container for time, finding meaning and marvel within the blissful, relentless passing of 
each day.

In Ghosts in the Garden, Jenkins and Raney pay homage to the wisdom and spirit of nature and the 
eidolon’s of the ether as conduits for internal and external reflection. 
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